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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a Japanese-to-Chinese spoken language translation (SLT) method based on simple expression and presents the experimental results. The method is aimed at developing a compact speech translation system, which is robust for spontaneous spoken language phenomena, including the recognition errors and different expression from various speakers. The idea of translation method based on simple expression is that the mechanism interprets speech-act rather than the direct translation of the speaker’s words. The method is realized by mapping the simple expression instead of deep parsing. In this method, only keywords in speech recognition results are extracted, and the corresponding target sentences are extracted from the database by selecting similar example sentences with the keywords. All training sentences in the bilingual corpus are rewritten into the simple expression and grouped by rules. The rules are specially designed to develop the compact size example database for translation. Comparing with other example-based approaches to SLT, the method based on simple expression is easy to realize, and especially it is practical to develop the SLT systems limited in specific domains.

1. INTRODUCTION

To achieve the robust spoken language translation, various example-based speech translation methods have been used widely and the effectiveness for spoken language processing has been confirmed1,2,3. However, the system still suffers from the performance limitation. For the practical use of spoken language translation, it is necessary to develop more robust mechanism for spontaneous language phenomena.

As we know in the spontaneous utterances, many words are redundant, and the linguistic grammar is not crucial factor. The speaker’s intention is mainly expressed by keywords. For that reason, speech-act based translation method has been proposed in some system1,2,3. However, the system needs complicated mechanisms for both source language parsing and target language generation, also a bulky knowledge base is required. But until now the capability of approaches to source language parsing and target language generation is still very limited.

Based on the motivation, we propose a simple expression-based method, which has been employed in our experimental system of Japanese-to-Chinese spoken language translation. The method is aimed at developing a compact speech translation system, which is robust for spontaneous language phenomena, including the speech recognition errors and different expressions from various types of speakers. Comparing with other example-based approaches to SLT, the method based on simple expression interprets speech-act rather than the direct translation of the speaker’s words, and the method is realized by mapping the simple expression instead of deep parsing.

Remainder of the paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 describes the survey of our Japanese-to-Chinese speech translation system. Section 3 explains how we generate the simple expression. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 finally reaches the concluding remarks.
2. SURVEY OF THE JAPANESE-TO-
CHINESE SPEECH TRANSLATION
SYSTEM

For the practical use of speech translation, it is necessary to
develop a robust speech translation technique able to deal with
sentences involving recognition errors. To achieve the goal, we
have been applying an example sentence driven method to
language translation part in case of domain using only simple and
limited expressions, such as in travel conversation domain.

Figure 1 shows the ideas of our speech translation method.
Instead of the direct translation of a recognition result by using
the conventional language translation methods, an example
sentence is selected among a fixed number of pre-stored
sentences by use of the dependency between only keywords in a
recognition result, and then the translation is carried out by
substituting constituent words in the selected sentence. Once
keywords are correctly recognized, this selection method is free
from the misrecognition of any other words and the insertion of
unregistered words.

Furthermore, in case the keywords are misrecognized, our
system can also estimate the misrecognized words and delete the
possible error words from the candidate list of keywords. The
strength of the dependency between recognized keywords are
decided by comparison of the keywords, whose dependency
relations are already analyzed. If the dependency of a recognized
keyword with all of other recognized keywords is not strong, the
keyword is estimated as an error. After deleting the errors, the
keywords are used for searching the example sentences.

3. SIMPLIFICATION OF THE
EXPRESSION

In case of spoken language, the same meaning expressions may
be represented by various different spoken phrases. However,
the utterances generally contain the same keywords. For example,
the expression in Chinese “您好，请给我一杯咖啡，好吗？”(Would
you please give me a cup of coffee.)” may be simplified as “您好
请一杯咖啡 (coffee, please)”. The noun “咖啡 (coffee)” and
verb “请 (please)” are the keywords. As we see in daily
communications, we occasionally use the simplified expressions.
That is, it is possible to rewrite the expressions into simple
formats on the semantic level. Thus, it becomes easy to
understand the simple and concise expression instead of
understanding the original long and complex utterances. This
inspires us to find a way to extract the key words from the
different expression.

Based on the ideas, first we collected 960 Japanese sentences in
the travelling conversation domain, and then translated the
sentences into the target language (Chinese). For simplification
of the Chinese sentences, we fixed the main principles as
following two items:

(a) To use the same expression for each speech-act;
(b) To omit the redundant expression.

Under the principles and according to the characteristics of
Chinese expression, we designed the simplification rules like the
examples given below:

1). Delete the words or phrases for expressing euphemistic
mood or complex manners. For example, the Chinese
expression “如果您愿意的话，请+VP (If you like,
please + VP)” is simplified as “请+VP (Please + VP)” or
“N, + please”. Where, VP means verb phrase, and N
means noun.

2). Delete the repeated words and combine the first part of
expression with the explanation, and rewrite several
sentences into one short expression. For instance, the Chinese expression “我想打高尔夫球，是那里有高尔夫球场吗” (I want to play golf, is there a golf court near here?)” is simplified as “这有高尔夫球场吗? (Is there a golf court near here?)”.

3). If the expression meaning is the same, the longer phrase will be replaced with the shorter one. For example, the phrase “可以不可以 + VP (Could I + VP)” is rewritten as “能+ VP + 吗 (Could I + VP)”.

4). After an utterance is simplified, the writer checks if the simple expression already exists. If it already exists, it will be deleted, but its ID number will be kept identical with the previous same one’s.

After the design of simplification rules, we have summarized 8 general rules and 22 specific rules. And the 960 Chinese sentences are simplified by use of the rules.

4. SYSTEM EVALUATION

To get realistic data to evaluate the SLT method based on simplified expression, we tested the experimental system on the following three aspects: (a) How many the database size is reduced? (b) Comparing with the original expression, does the simplified expression express the original meanings clearly? And (c) Comparing with the translation results by use of original express, how about the translation results by use simplified expressions? The tested results are separately reported as follows.

4.1. Reduction Rate of the Database

By comparison of the number of phrases in the original 960 sentences with the simplified ones, we compute the reduction rate of the database. The results are shown in the Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASES</th>
<th>BEFORE SIMPLIFICATION</th>
<th>AFTER SIMPLIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Phrases</td>
<td>1445</td>
<td>1043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction Rate</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Reduction Rate of the Database

We also compare the text file size before simplification and after simplification, the reduction rate is computed as the following formula:

\[(20KB-15KB)/20KB\times100\% = 25\%\]

From the results we see the database is reduced over 25% by the simple expression.

4.2. Understandable Rate Comparing with the Original Expression

The evaluation of understandable rate here is used for confirmation of the quality of simplified expressions. As we described in Section 3, our goal is to make the simplified expressions keep their naturalness and understandability as good as the original expressions. Here, we evaluate the quality of simplified expressions by checking two factors: the naturalness of expressions and the understandable rate of expressions.

For checking the naturalness of expression, following four levels of expression are divided:

(A) The expression is very natural.
(B) The expression is natural.
(C) The expression is little strange.
(D) The expression is very unnatural.

For the total original 960 sentences, the evaluation results are given in Table 2. Letters A, B, C and D respectively refer to the four types of expressions listed above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPES</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio (1) (%)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio (2) (%)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of the Naturalness

Where, ‘Ratio (1)’ means the ratio that each type of simplified sentences takes, and ‘Ratio (2)’ means the ratio that each type of original sentences takes.

From Table 2 we can find the naturalness of original expressions is a little better than the naturalness of simplified expressions.

Similarly, for testing the understandable rate of expressions, four levels of expressions are classified as follows:

(A) The expression is very easy to understand as the same as the expression of source language.
(B) The expression is able to understand, but the expression is slight awkward.
(C) Most of meanings of the expression are understandable, but it is unable to understand the whole meanings.
(D) Most of meanings of the expression are not expressed clearly. It is impossible to understand the meanings completely.

The test results are shown in Table 3. Where, letters A, B, C and D separately stand for the four types of expressions listed above. ‘Ratio (1)’ means the ratio that each type of simplified sentences takes, and ‘Ratio (2)’ means the ratio that each type of original expressions takes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPES</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio (1) (%)</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio (2) (%)</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3. Comparison of the Understandable Rate*

Table 3 shows that on understandable rate, both quality of original expressions and quality of simplified expressions are almost same. So, From Table 2 and Table 3 we may get the conclusion that the simplified expressions can transfer the meanings of sentences as well as the original expressions.

### 4.3. Evaluation of Translation Results

To evaluate our Japanese-to-Chinese translation system, we first trained the system separately by use of the original 960 sentences and simplified sentences, and then tested the system by use of another 140 different sentences but still in the domain of travel conversation. In the results, 30 test sentences are rejected because almost all keywords of the 30 sentences are unknown, and the target sentences cannot be addressed. 44 sentences, each one of which includes only one keyword, are translated into the same results under the two conditions that the system was trained respectively by the original sentences and the simplified sentences. Other 76 sentences, each one of which contains two or over two keywords, are translated as the results shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPES</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Num. of Sentences (1)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. of Sentences (2)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4. Comparison of the Understandable Rate*

Where, letters A, B, C and D are of the same meanings as in Table 3. ‘Num. of Sentences (1)’ means the number of sentences that were translated after the system was trained by only the simplified sentences, and ‘Num. of Sentences (2)’ means the number of sentences that were translated after the system was trained only by the original 960 sentences.

Obviously, the results in Table 4 also indicate that the translation performance is almost the same in the two cases that the system was trained by the original corpus and by the simplified corpus.

### 5. Conclusion

The simple expression based SLT method and the preliminary experimental results described in the paper have provided us with a solid foundation for developing the compact SLT system for the specific domain. From the current work we can see that the simple expression based SLT method is of the following characteristics:

- The quality of translation results is almost the same as that is gotten by use of the original expression.
- The database size is reduced because of the simplified expression.
- The expression format is simple, so it is easy for the system to avoid generating the results of disorder structure and unnatural expression.

Anyway, our current work involves incremental improvements in adding corpus, and the system performance is remained to further improve.
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